
“It’s not about knowing all the gimmicks and photo tricks, if you haven’t got 
the eye, no programme will give it to you.”
- David Carson
This quote defines artists from other individuals. I myself currently studying 
Graphic Design at Plymouth College of Art consider this quote relevant and 
true for all artistic values.  I deem myself fluent with digital design using a 
variety of methods to achieve this. Being well informed in digital and hand 
rendered mediums.

My interests in the context of art are widespread. I find Architecture 
immersive, along with hyperrealism. Pencil would be my favorite media, 
seconded to digital software. Digital manipulation and merchandise design are 
the most entertaining. Concept art and Fine art also interest me greatly.

07726594902
Toddtaylorx17@gmail.com
86 Doncaster Road, 
Weymouth, Dorset
DT4 9JJ

Social media:

LinkedIn:
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/toddtaylordesign

Instagram: 
https://www.instagram.com/art_of_
sanghelios/

Behance:
https://www.behance.net/
ToddTaylorDesign

TODD TAYLOR

Long-term personal goals are to produce design work for bands, with deliv-
erables such as posters, album covers and merchandise. 
I’ve always fascinated with working in a large company such as a surfing brand 
or Lego. This is due to childhood inspiration.
I was commissioned to produce an advertisement poster for a bands gig. Due 
to the success of this being shared around social media, music websites and 
even featuring in two magazines, I got commissioned to produce a cover for 
their single. This is a step in the right direction for my goal to design artwork 
for bands. The more I continue this, the more fame and clients it could bring.

A few years ago I ran a successful YouTube channel giving a large income. This 
required dedication, an eye for a gap in the online video market, commercial 
awareness and planning skills. Along the subject of personal skills, I developed 
many from The Duke of Edinburgh award – completing Silver. This required 
teamwork, communication, leadership and self-discipline.

GCSE
Art & Design   A*
IT   B
Graphic Design   A
English Language   A
English Literature   B
Math   B
Chemistry   A
Physics   A
Biology   A

A-Level
Art Diploma   D*D*
IT   A*
Product Design   B

Career history:

Freelance work for a band.

Tesco’s customer assistant.

References from my freelance work and 
Tesco’s can both be obtained if required.

Qualifications and work experience

Goals and experience
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